A TAILORED SOLUTION FOR EFFECTIVE PEST CONTROL.
It can be hard to find value for your business when purchasing multiple
pest control products, especially with operation costs on the rise. With
these challenges in mind, Syngenta Professional Pest Management (PPM) is
introducing the new Demand® CS insecticide + Archer® insect growth regulator
Multipak, a cost-effective solution to control a wide array of pests with two
proven products.
This Multipak offers the powerful combination of Demand CS, which offers
immediate and residual control of more than 30 insects, and Archer, which
interrupts the reproduction cycle of pests. With two quarts of Demand CS and
five pints of Archer, this Multipak provides 80 finished gallons of solution when
using Demand CS at the high labeled rate and Archer at the low labeled rate. This allows you to provide your
customers with extended control for just pennies on the dollar, all while saving on product costs.
MULTIPAK OFFERS COMPETITIVE
MOSQUITO CONTROL
Not only is the Demand CS + Archer Multipak a powerful
tool for suppression of mosquito populations, but it is
also an economical choice for your business. This chart
provides a breakdown of how the Demand CS + Archer
Multipak compares to other mosquito control solutions in
the marketplace.

PROGRAM COMPATIBILITY PROVIDES
ADDED BENEFITS
To provide additional convenience, the Demand CS + Archer
Multipak can be used as part of the following Syngenta
PPM programs:
u

u

Demand® CS
insecticide + Archer®
insect growth
regulator Multipak

Cyzmic® CS
insecticide*

Suspend®
PolyZone®
insecticide*

Unit

2 QTs + 5 PTs

1 QT

1 PT

Rate

0.8 oz. + 1 oz.

0.8 oz.

0.75 oz. (Mid)

Cost per unit

$355

$70

$37.33

Cost per
finished gallon

$4.43

$1.75

$1.75

Interval

60 days

21 days

21 days

Number of
intervals in 60 days

1

2.85

2.85

Cost per day of
control

$0.074

$0.083

$0.083

*Costs based on estimated competitive pricing.

SecureChoice™ Mosquito Assurance Program: You can offer your residential customers a significant reduction in mosquito
populations for up to 60 days by using the Demand CS + Archer Multipak. This allows you to incorporate a mosquito control
program into your existing general pest operations on residential accounts, while reducing the need to visit a customer’s
home multiple times during a 60-day period.
2015 PestPartners™ 365 Program: With no sign-up required, Pest Management Professionals (PMPs) who have qualified for
the program can earn rebates for the Demand CS + Archer Multipak throughout the rest of the 2015 calendar year based on
their qualifying rebate level.

Syngenta PPM understands you need tools that get the job done while you handle the day-to-day activities of running a business.
Experience the optimal mix of value and performance while effectively controlling pests on your customers’ properties with the
Demand CS + Archer Multipak.
To learn more about the Demand CS + Archer Multipak, please visit www.SyngentaPMP.com/Mosquito or call 1-866-SYNGENT(A)
(796-4368).
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